
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
90th MIISSILE WING (AFGSC) 

MEMORANDUM FOR 90 FSS/FSMPD 

FROM:

SUBJECT:  Turkey Assignment Incentive Pay Agreement 

I, have an assignment to Turkey and have been counseled and 
understand the following conditions of the TAIP program: 

1. I understand and agree to participate in TAIP and serve a 24-month unaccompanied tour by my initials in
paragraph 3 and signing and dating this memorandum , or declination to participate in TAIP by my initials in
paragraph 7 and signing and dating this memorandum. I understand I must return the agreement within the folow
on or Home Basing application timelines in AFI 36-2110, Attachment 5

2. If I elect TAIP, I will receive $300.00 monthly effective on my Date Arrived Station in Turkey.
TAIP terminates effective on my departure date from Turley for PCS, terminal leave, or
permissive TDY for the purpose of retiremnt or seperation.

3. I volunteer for a 24-month unaccompanied tour:
In exchange for the assignment election indicated above, I agree to accept Assignment Incentive Pay (AIP) of
$300.00 per month for each month I serve in this assignment.

4. I understand I must obtain the additional service retainability within 30 calendar days of signing this
TAIP agreement. Officers with a mandatory DOS who are not able to serve the required tour length
to elect TAIP are ineligible to participate.

5. I understand if I participate in TAIP, I am ineligible to apply for a FO/HB assignment, a Dependents Remaining
Overseas (DRO), or a Designated Location Move (DLM) action.

6. By serving the 24-month unaccompanied tour, I understand I will only receive one short tour credit for the period
of TAIP.

7. My initials and signature below indicate my TAIP election.

a. I agree to participate and receive TAIP. 

b. I decline to participate in TAIP. 

FSMPD FL-38 
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